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Save the Redwoods League Announces Redwoods Research
Starter Grants for Undergraduate and Graduate Students of Color
Proposals Now Being Accepted
--Grant Program Designed to Promote Equitable and Inclusive Coast Redwood and
Giant Sequoia Forest Research Opportunities
San Francisco, Calif. (October 1, 2020) — Save the Redwoods League today

announced Redwoods Research Starter Grants of up to $5,000 for
undergraduate and graduate students of color interested in research in coast
redwood and giant sequoia forests. The goal of the starter grants is to provide
introductory opportunities for members of underrepresented communities to
explore ideas in the redwood research space or potentially enhance the work of
those who are already working in this space. Proposals are due December 1,
2020.
The funding can be used to support a wide variety of activities, including travel
for project development, wages to support a literature review or lab work, and
pilot studies that can support the development of future research projects. It
can be used to fund a stand-alone study or as supplemental funding to expand
the scope of an existing project. Topic areas can include any focus area in the
environmental/ecological sciences or the social sciences, as long as the
proposal has some connection to coast redwood or giant sequoia forests.
Proposal evaluation will focus primarily on the project’s potential to enhance
the applicant’s professional development in redwood research and
conservation, with secondary emphasis on the potential for the project to either
generate novel results or to support novel research questions in the future.
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Learn More and Apply
Applicants can learn more about the opportunity and download an application
template on the Save the Redwoods League website. All proposals must be
submitted to the League by December 1, 2020.
***

To schedule an interview about the grant opportunity, contact Robin Carr at
(415) 971-3991 or redwoods@landispr.com.
Save the Redwoods League
One of the nation’s longest-running conservation
organizations, Save the Redwoods League has been
protecting and restoring redwood forests since 1918.
The League has connected generations of visitors with
the beauty and serenity of the redwood forest. The
nonprofit’s 26,000 supporters have enabled the
organization to protect more than 216,000 acres of
irreplaceable forest in 66 state, national and local parks
and reserves. For information, please visit
SaveTheRedwoods.org.
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